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Abstract

We show that, for a large class of hard real-time sys-

tems, any object with consensus number P in Herlihy's

wait-free hierarchy is universal for any number of tasks

executing on P processors. These results exploit char-

acteristics of priority-based schedulers common to most

hard real-time systems. An important special case of

this result is that, for hard real-time applications on

uniprocessors, reads and writes are universal. Thus,

Herlihy's hierarchy collapses for such applications.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with implementations of shared

objects in hard real-time systems. A hard real-time sys-

tem is comprised of a collection of tasks that execute on

one or more processors. A task is a sequential program

that may be invoked repeatedly in response to an exter-

nal stimulus or timer. Each invocation of a task must

complete execution by a speci�ed deadline. Tasks are

prioritized, usually with several tasks multiprogrammed

on a single processor. On a given processor, a task may

execute only if there are no higher-priority tasks on that

processor that are ready for execution.

Traditional approaches to implementing shared ob-

jects in hard real-time systems rely on lock-based syn-

chronization protocols. The main problem when using

such protocols is that of priority inversion, i.e., the sit-

uation in which a given task waits for another task of

lower priority to unlock an object. Mechanisms such

as the priority ceiling protocol (PCP) [13, 14] are used

to solve this problem. The PCP requires the kernel to

dynamically adjust task priorities to ensure that a task
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within a critical section executes at a priority that is

su�ciently high to bound the duration of any priority

inversion. The PCP provides a general framework for

real-time synchronization, but at the price of added op-

erating system overhead.

Wait-free and lock-free shared object implementa-

tions o�er an attractive alternative to lock-based proto-

cols such as the PCP. In such object implementations,

progress is guaranteed in the face of process1 delays.

Speci�cally, if several processes attempt to access a lock-

free (wait-free) object concurrently, and if some proper

subset of these processes stop taking steps, then one

(each) of the remaining processes must complete its ac-

cess in a �nite number of its own steps.

From a real-time perspective, lock-free and wait-free

object implementations are of interest because they

avoid priority inversions with no kernel support. How-

ever, such implementations have not gained acceptance

among real-time practitioners. For the case of wait-free

implementations, this lack of acceptance may partially

stem from the fact that wait-free algorithms can re-

quire space and time overhead that is somewhat high for

some objects. However, on multiprocessors, this over-

head is probably far outweighed by the scheduling over-

head required of lock-based protocols (although, to our

knowledge, no one has veri�ed this experimentally). On

uniprocessors, Anderson, Ramamurthy, and Je�ay have

shown that such overhead can be avoided altogether

by using lock-free object implementations, rather than

wait-free ones [5]. On the surface, it is not immediately

apparent that lock-free shared objects can be employed

if tasks must adhere to strict timing constraints. In

particular, lock-free implementations permit concurrent

operations to interfere with each other, and repeated

interferences can cause a given operation to take an ar-

bitrarily long time to complete. The main contribution

of [5] is to show that such interferences can be bounded

on uniprocessors by judicious scheduling.

Another possible reason for the lack of acceptance of

wait-free and lock-free object implementations among

real-time practitioners is that many published imple-

mentations require strong synchronization primitives

1We use the term \task" when referring to real-time systems,

and \process" when referring to general systems.



such as compare-and-swap (C&S). If such primitives are

not available, then they must be \simulated", and the

most obvious way to do so is by using lock-based pro-

tocols. However, this brings us back to problems as-

sociated with locking | problems that wait-free and

lock-free objects are designed to eliminate.

The fact that many published wait-free and lock-free

object implementations are based on strong synchro-

nization primitives is no accident. Herlihy has shown

that such strong primitives are, in general, necessary

for these implementations [6]. Herlihy's results are

based upon a categorization of synchronization objects

by \consensus number". An object has consensus num-

ber N if it can be used to solve N -process consensus,

but not (N + 1)-process consensus, in a wait-free (or

lock-free) manner. Herlihy's results show that synchro-

nization objects with unbounded consensus numbers are

necessary in general-purpose wait-free or lock-free ob-

ject implementations. Such objects are called univer-

sal because they can be used to implement any other

object. Common universal primitives include C&S and

load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC).

In this paper, we call into question the applicability

of Herlihy's results to hard real-time systems. Speci�-

cally, we show that primitives that are weaker than in-

dicated by Herlihy's hierarchy su�ce for wait-free and

lock-free implementations in such systems. The basis

for our results is the realization that certain task in-

terleavings cannot occur within hard real-time systems.

For example, if a task Ti accesses an object in the time

interval [t; t0], and if another task Tj on the same pro-

cessor accesses that object in the interval [u; u0], then

it is not possible to have t < u < t0 < u0, because

the higher-priority task must �nish its operation be-

fore relinquishing the processor. Requiring an object

implementation to correctly deal with this interleaving

is pointless, because it cannot arise in practice. The

distinction between traditional asynchronous systems,

to which Herlihy's work is directed, and hard real-time

systems is illustrated in Figure 1.

The real-time task model we assume is characterized

by two key requirements: (i) on a given processor, a task

Ti may preempt another task Tj only if Ti has higher

priority than Tj; (ii) a task's priority can change over

time, but not during any object access. We primarily

consider systems in which a high-priority task can arbi-

trarily preempt any low-priority task executing on the

same processor. However, we do relax this assumption

by allowing short nonpreemptable code fragments when

considering object implementations for multiprocessors.

Requirement (i) is fundamental to all priority-driven

scheduling policies. Requirement (ii) holds for most

common policies, including rate-monotonic (RM) [11],

deadline-monotonic (DM) [10], and earliest-deadline-

�rst (EDF) [11] scheduling. Under RM and DM

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Line segments denote operations on shared ob-

jects with time running from left to right. Each level cor-

responds to operations by a di�erent task. (a) Interleaved

operations in a asynchronous system. Operations may over-

lap arbitrarily. (b) Interleaved operations in a uniprocessor

real-time system. Two operations overlap only if one is con-

tained within the other.

scheduling, task priorities are static, i.e., do not change

over time. Under EDF scheduling, each invocation of a

task is assigned a priority based upon its current dead-

line, and this priority does not change during that invo-

cation (and hence during any object access). Require-

ment (ii) also holds for variations of RM, DM, and EDF

scheduling in which tasks are broken into phases that are

allowed to have distinct priorities [7]. The only common

scheduling policy that we know of that violates require-

ment (ii) is least-laxity-�rst (LLF) scheduling [12]. Un-

der LLF scheduling, the priority of a task invocation

can change during its execution.

Observe that requirements (i) and (ii) expressly pre-

clude the use of locking within a processor. In par-

ticular, if a high-priority task Ti attempts to lock an

object that is already locked by a low-priority task Tj,

then to ensure progress, Tj must be allowed to resume

execution. To ensure that requirement (i) is met, Tj 's

priority must be raised to exceed Ti's before Tj is re-

sumed. However, raising Tj 's priority during its object

access violates requirement (ii). An object implemen-

tation in this task model is lock-free (wait-free) i�, for

any set of tasks with overlapping operation executions,

some (each) task in that set completes its operation in

a bounded number of its own steps.

The main contribution of this paper is to show that,

for the above execution model, any object with con-

sensus number P in Herlihy's hierarchy is universal in

a P -processor hard real-time system. That is, consen-

sus number is a function of the number of processors,

rather than tasks. An important special case of this

result is that, for hard real-time applications on unipro-

cessors, reads and writes are universal. Thus, Herlihy's

hierarchy collapses for such applications. This implies



that any object can be implemented in uniprocessor-

based hard real-time applications with no kernel sup-

port for object sharing, and no strong synchronization

primitives. It is worth noting that such applications

potentially constitute one of the largest client bases for

work on lock-free and wait-free synchronization.

The results mentioned above are obtained by show-

ing how to solve wait-free consensus within our real-time

task model. Although consensus protocols can be used

directly to implement wait-free and lock-free objects

[6, 8], implementations of practical interest are usu-

ally based on universal primitives such as C&S or LL/SC.

We show that such primitives can be implemented ef-

�ciently on real-time uniprocessors by considering im-

plementations of C&S; using C&S, LL/SC can be imple-

mented in constant time [4]. We give two N -task imple-

mentations of C&S. The �rst uses only reads and writes,

and has O(N ) space and time complexity. The second

is based upon a memory-to-memory move instruction

(Move) and has O(1) time complexity and O(N ) space

complexity. Although Move is uncommon on multipro-

cessors, it is widely available on uniprocessors.

For a P -processor hard real-time system, our results

imply that P -consensus synchronization primitives are

universal. However, we know of no commonly-available

synchronization primitive that has a consensus number

that is greater than two, but not unbounded. Thus,

for P > 2, primitives with unbounded consensus num-

ber are still required in practice. This requirement

can be obviated by adopting a timing model that pro-

vides a bound on the execution time of any statement.

This conclusion follows from work of Alur, Attiya, and

Taubenfeld [1, 3], who have shown that consensus ob-

jects (and hence any object) can be implemented in a

wait-free manner using only reads and writes in such a

model. However, as mentioned previously, most prac-

tical wait-free and lock-free object implementations are

based on universal primitives, not consensus objects.

We show that such primitives can be e�ciently imple-

mented from reads and writes in hard real-time multi-

processor systems that guarantee bounds on statement

execution times.2

It is important to note that we consider assump-

tions about statement execution times only where Her-

lihy's hierarchy (as it applies to real-time systems) im-

plies that we must (speci�cally, within the context of

real-time multiprocessors that do not provide universal

primitives). We have chosen to avoid such assumptions

where possible for several reasons. First, accurately esti-

mating time bounds for statements can be di�cult. Sec-

2A wait-free mutual exclusion algorithm is presented in [2]

that would also seemingly imply this result. However, this al-

gorithm is susceptible to priority inversion in systems that are

multiprogrammed, and only guarantees that each task \eventu-

ally" reaches its critical section. Thus, it could not be easily

applied within a hard real-time system.

ond, in an actual real-time system, where processors are

multiprogrammed, a task may be preempted while one

of its statements is enabled for execution. As a result,

either noninterruptible code fragments must be used, or

the assumed time bound must be inated to account for

the period during which the task is preempted. The use

of noninterruptible code fragments can lead to priority

inversion, the bane of real-time synchronization. More-

over, in many real-time systems, user-level tasks are not

allowed to disable interrupts. Inating time bounds is

just as problematic because the execution times of most

timing-based algorithms depend on these bounds. To

summarize, we feel that assumptions concerning execu-

tion times should be made only as a last resort. Our

main results do not require such assumptions. They

merely require a priority-based task execution model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, we present de�nitions and notation that

will be used in the remainder of the paper. We then

present our results for uniprocessors in Section 3, and

for multiprocessors in Section 4. We end the paper with

concluding remarks in Section 5.

2 De�nitions

A task invocation may have one or more distinct compu-

tational phases whose priorities may be di�erent. Suc-

cessive invocations of a given task execute in the order

that they are invoked, i.e., steps of two di�erent invo-

cations of a given task cannot be interleaved.

Notational Conventions: The number of tasks and

the number of processors in the system are denoted N

and P , respectively. Processors are labeled from 1 to P .

M [i] denotes the number of tasks on processor i, andM

denotes the maximumnumber of tasks on any processor.

In static-priority scheduling schemes, the tasks on pro-

cessor i are labeled from 1 to M [i], with higher-priority

tasks having higher labels.

Unless stated otherwise, p; q, and r are assumed to be

universally quanti�ed over task identi�ers. The predi-

cate p@s holds i� statement s is the next statement to

be executed by task p. We use p@S as shorthand for

(9s : s 2 S :: p@s), p:s to denote statement s of task

p, p:v to denote p's local variable v, and pr (p) to de-

note the processor on which task p runs. Unless stated

otherwise, labeled program fragments are assumed to

be atomic. Each such fragment accesses at most one

shared variable. If a task p is not accessing a shared ob-

ject, we consider it to be executing within a remainder

section, which is denoted by statement p:0. The shared

variable L[p] contains the priority level of task p. We

use X.Pr() to denote an operation performed on object

instance X using procedure Pr(). 2

In a real-time system, each processor always executes



the highest-priority task that is available for execution

on that processor (i.e., that has an invocation that has

not completed execution). Abstractly, a task's priority

is determined by the \environment", and can change dy-

namically over time. The behavior of the environment

is contingent on the underlying scheduling scheme. We

model the environment as a separate task called env.

Note that env is an abstraction that models the envi-

ronment, and not necessarily a true task. The behavior

of env is formalized by the following axioms.

Axiom 1: The environment does not modify program

variables or program counters. 2

Axiom 2: (8a :: L[p] = a unless p@0) 2

Axiom 3: p 6= q ^ pr(p) = pr(q) ) L[p] 6= L[q] 2

Axiom 2 states that the environment does not change

the priority of a task that is accessing a shared object,

i.e., for all statements s of the environment task env,

fL[p] = a ^ :p@0g env.s fL[p] = a _ p@0g holds.

Axiom 3 states that tasks on the same processor have

unique priorities.

Correctness proofs in the full paper take these axioms

and the priority-based scheduler into account by using

proof rules that are slightly di�erent to those used for

fully asynchronous systems.

3 Uniprocessor Systems

In this section, we show that, in hard real-time unipro-

cessors, reads and writes can be used to solve consensus

for any number of tasks. Using consensus objects, any

shared object can be implemented in a wait-free man-

ner [6, 8]. However, such implementations usually entail

high overhead. More practical wait-free and lock-free

implementations are based on primitives such as C&S

and LL/SC. To enable such implementations to be used

in real-time uniprocessor systems, we present two imple-

mentations of Read and C&S. (LL/SC can be implemented

using Read and C&S in constant time [4].) These imple-

mentations use Read/Write and Move, respectively.

The main di�culty in each of these implementations

stems from the fact that, once a task p is enabled to

modify a shared variable, it is committed to do so, even

if it is �rst preempted by a higher-priority task that

completes an entire operation before p executes again.

Thus, there is a risk that p might \corrupt" the val-

ues written by completed operations of higher-priority

tasks. In each of the implementations in this section,

we use a di�erent technique for dealing with this prob-

lem. In the �rst, we ensure that, if task p is committed

to writing a variable Prp (\propose"), then before it

does so, the �rst (and correct) value written to Prp has

already been copied to another variable Fin (\�nal"),

shared var Fin, Prp : valtype [ ?

private var v : valtype

initially Fin = ? ^ Prp = ?

procedure local-decide(val : valtype) returns valtype

1 : if Fin = ? then

2 : if Prp = ? then

3 : Prp := val

�;

4 : if Fin = ? then

5 : v := Prp;
6 : Fin := v

�

�;
7 : return Fin

Figure 2: Consensus using Reads and Writes.

which p cannot subsequently modify. In the second im-

plementation, a task q ensures that the same value is

written to all of 2N � 1 shared variables before relin-

quishing the processor to lower-priority tasks. Thus,

even if all N � 1 of the other tasks subsequently modify

one of these variables, the value written by q is still in a

majority of the 2N�1 variables. Finally, in the last im-

plementation of this section, a low-priority task p could

be committed to performing a Move operation to copy

the value of Prp to Fin. To ensure that preempted tasks

do not overwrite the value written to Fin by a task q, q

copies the value of Fin to Prp before relinquishing the

processor. This ensures that lower-priority tasks copy

the same value to Fin as q does.

3.1 Universality of Reads and Writes

In Figure 2, procedure local-decide solves consensus on a

real-time uniprocessor using reads and writes. Objects

implemented using this procedure are later referred to

as local-cons-type. Tasks are at statement 0 (not shown

in the �gure) when they are not executing local-decide.

(Recall that statement 0 denotes the remainder section.)

Procedure local-decide uses two shared variables, Prp

and Fin. Each task that does not detect the input of

another task in Prp or Fin writes its own value into

Prp. Having ensured that some value has been proposed

(lines 1 to 3), a task copies the proposed value to Fin,

if necessary (lines 4 to 6); it is easy to see that no task

returns before some task's input value is written into

Fin, and that all tasks return a value read from Fin.

The following lemma implies that all tasks return the

same value, and therefore yields the theorem below.

Lemma 1: The �rst value written into Prp is the only

value written into Fin.

Proof: Let p be the �rst task to write its value p:val into

Prp. Recall that no higher-priority task is executing

when p:3 is executed. Thus, if task q executes between

p:3 and p:7, then q:1 occurs after p:3, which implies that



shared var Buf : array [ 1::2N � 1 ] of 1::N ;

Val : array [ 1::N ] of valtype;

Rv : array [ 1::N ] of valtype [?;
Pm : array [ 1::N ] of boolean; V : valtype

initially (8k :: Buf [k] = 1) ^ V al[1] = initial value

private var i : integer; w, maj : 1::N ; current : valtype;

count : array [1::N ] of 0::2N � 1

procedure Read() returns valtype

1 : Pm[ p ], count := false, (0; : : : ; 0);

for i := 1 to 2N � 1 do

2 : w, count [w ] := Buf [ i ], count [w ] + 1

od;

maj := select q : (8r :: count[ q ] � count[r ]);
3 : current := Val [maj ];

4 : if Pm[ p ] then

5 : current := V

�; return current

Figure 3: Implementation of C&S using Reads and Writes.

q does not modify Prp. Therefore, Prp = p:val holds

continuously between p:3 and p:7.

Now, consider how some task q can modify Fin af-

ter p:3. If q starts execution after p:7, then q:1 reads

Fin 6= ?, so q does not write Fin. If q starts execution

before p:3 is executed, and q 6= p, then by the assump-

tion that p:3 writes Prp �rst, q@f1::3g holds when p:3 is

executed. This implies that q has lower priority than p,

and therefore does not execute again until after p com-

pletes execution. Thus, the test at q:4 fails and q does

not write Fin. Therefore, if task q writes Fin after p:3,

then either p = q or q starts execution between p:3 and

p:7. The latter implies that q has higher priority than

p, which implies that q completes execution before p:7.

In either case, because Prp = p:val holds continuously

between p:3 and p:7, q:5 establishes q:v = p:val , so q:6

writes p:val to Fin. 2

Theorem 1: Consensus can be implemented with con-

stant time and space using reads and writes on a hard

real-time uniprocessor system.

3.2 C&S using Reads and Writes

Our read/write implementation of Read and C&S for

N tasks is given in Figure 3. Values of the implemented

shared variable are stored in the Val array, which con-

tains one element Val [p] for each task p. The follow-

ing de�nition states that the current value CV of the

implemented shared variable is determined by the task

identi�er that is stored in a majority of the locations

Buf [1] through Buf [2N � 1]. (It can be shown that

such a majority always exists and is unique.)

CV � (Val [p] :: p is a majority in Buf )

procedure C&S(old, new) returns boolean

6 : Pm[ p ] := false;

7 : Rv [p ], count := ?; (0; : : : ; 0);

for i := 1 to 2N � 1 do

8 : w := Buf [ i ]; count [w ] := count [w ] + 1

od;

maj := select q : (8r :: count[q ] � count[ r ]);
9 : current := Val [maj ];

10 : if :Pm [ p ] ^ current = old then

if old = new then return true �;
if maj 6= p then

11 : Rv [maj ], i := current, 1;

12 : while :Pm[ p ] ^ i � 2N � 1 do

13 : Buf [ i ], i := maj, i + 1

od

�;

14 : Val [p ], i := new, 1;

15 : while :Pm[ p ] ^ i � 2N � 1 do

16 : Buf [ i ], i := p, i+ 1

od;

17 : if i > 2N � 1 _ Rv [ p ] = new then

18 : V := new ;

19 : for i := 1 to N do Pm[ i ] := true od;

20 : return true

�

21 : �; return false

Figure 3: (continued)

In order to perform a C&S operation, a task p �rst

attempts to determine CV. This is achieved by clearing

p's \preempted" ag Pm[p] (line 6), and then reading

the entire Buf array, counting the task identi�ers read

(line 8). Then, p attempts to �nd a majoritymaj among

the identi�ers read. (Because p does not read Buf atom-

ically, it is possible that p does not �nd a majority, but

in any case, p chooses some valid task identi�er.) p

then reads Val [maj ] (line 9). It can be shown that if

Pm [p] is set between p:6 and p:10, then the value of CV

changed in this interval. In this case, p:old 6= CV holds

either before or after the change of CV, so p's C&S can

fail at that point. Also, if Pm [p] is not set between p:6

and p:10, then it can be shown that no task modi�es

Buf in this interval. In this case, p correctly determines

the majoritymaj and therefore correctly determines CV

at line 9. If p:current | the value determined for CV

| di�ers from p:old then p fails immediately. Also, if

p:current = p:old and p:old = p:new , then p can suc-

ceed, because its successful C&S would not modify the

implemented shared variable. This leaves C&S opera-

tions that determine that CV = p:old , and that must

attempt to change CV from p:old to p:new . Such oper-

ations can succeed by �rst writing Val [p] := p:new (line

14), and by then establishing p as the majority in Buf

(lines 15 and 16).

A Read operation determines CV (lines 1 to 3) the

same way as a C&S operation does (lines 6 to 9). If the

Read operation does not determine CV directly, then it



can be shown that the value read from V (line 5) is the

value of CV at some point during the Read.

Several subtle di�culties arise in this implementation.

First, it is important to ensure that the majority is not

changed by \late" writes to Buf . This could potentially

occur if a task is preempted while writing Buf, and con-

tinues writing an \old" value when it resumes running.

This possibility is avoided by ensuring that, when a new

majority q is established, q is written into all 2N �1 lo-

cations of Buf before the next majority is established,

and by also ensuring that each of at most N � 1 lower-

priority tasks can write only one \late" value. (Note

that this ensures that at least N elements of Buf still

contain q.) The latter is achieved by having successful

C&S operations set the Pm ags of all tasks (line 19),

and having each task check its Pm ag before proceed-

ing with each write (lines 12 and 15). Thus, each task

can perform at most one \late" write before detecting

the overlapping operation and failing. In order to ensure

that all 2N � 1 locations of Buf are written whenever

a new majority is established (the task that established

the new majority may have been preempted before �n-

ishing its writes to Buf ), each task writes the majority

read to all elements of Buf before attempting to change

the majority to its own identi�er (lines 12 and 13).

As explained above, if p detects that Pm[p] is true be-

fore establishing itself as a majority, then p can fail, be-

cause it can be shown that an overlapping C&S changed

the value of CV. However, it is possible for a task p to

succeed in making its own identi�er the majority, and to

be subsequently preempted and therefore fail to detect

that it achieved a majority. In this case, the fact that

p achieved a majority is \communicated" to p via Rv [p]

(line 11). Then, when p executes line 17, it detects that

it did achieve a majority, and hence that it succeeded.

The correctness proof for this implementation is quite

long, and is deferred to the full paper.

Theorem 2: Read and C&S can be implemented on a

hard real-time uniprocessor system with O(N ) time and

space complexity. 2

3.3 C&S using Move

We now present a constant-time implementation of a

shared variable X that allows Read and C&S operations

using Move. Although Move is rare in multiprocessors,

it is widely available on uniprocessors. For example,

uniprocessor systems based on Intel's 80x86 and Pen-

tium line of processors support the Move instruction.

In the implementation shown in Figure 4, a shared

variable Fin stores the current value of X, along with

the identi�er of the task that wrote it. The Read op-

eration is simply implemented by a read of Fin.val. If

old = new (line 1), then a C&S(old; new) operation by

task p succeeds or fails immediately, depending on the

type objtype = record val : valtype ; tid : 1::N end

shared var Rv : array [ 1::N ] of valtype [?;

Fin, Prp : objtype; Run : 1::N

private var oldf : objtype
procedure C&S(old, new : valtype) returns boolean

1 : if old = new then return Fin.val = old �;

2 : if Fin.val 6= old then return false �;
3 : Run := p;

4 : Rv [p ] := ?;

5 : oldf := Fin;
6 : Rv [oldf:tid ] := oldf.val;

7 : if Fin.val = old then

8 : Prp := (new, p);
9 : if Run = p then

10 : Fin := Prp;

11 : if Run = p then return true �;
12 : if Rv [ p ] = new then return true �

�;

13 : Prp := Fin

14 : �; return false

procedure Read() returns valtype

15 : return Fin.val

Figure 4: Implementation of C&S/Read using Move.

value of Fin.val. Also, if p detects that Fin:val 6= old,

its C&S can fail immediately (lines 2 and 7). Otherwise,

the operation writes its new value into Prp (line 8) and,

if it does not detect an overlapping successful C&S op-

eration (line 9), it attempts to Move its new value from

Prp into Fin (line 10), thereby succeeding. It is possible

for a task p to successfully Move its new value to Fin and

then get preempted before executing p:11. In this case, p

cannot detect that it succeeded. To solve this problem,

before a task q modi�es Fin, it �rst \informs" the task

that previously modi�ed Fin that it succeeded (lines 5

and 6). The preempted task p can therefore detect by

reading Rv [p] (line 12) that it succeeded. To ensure that

a low-priority task does not modify Fin \late", thereby

\corrupting" the value written by a previous C&S opera-

tion, each C&S operation ensures that, if it modi�es Prp

or Fin, then Prp = Fin holds before it relinquishes the

processor. This ensures that the \late" Move operation

has no e�ect on Fin. The proof sketch below captures

the essence of the proof given in the full paper.

Lemma 2: If p@f4::13g ^ Run = p holds, then no

other task has modi�ed Fin or Prp since p executed p:3.

Lemma 3: If p@f4::13g ^ Run 6= p holds, then a C&S

operation changes the value of Fin during p's operation.

Lemma 4: If p:10modi�es Fin, then Fin:val = p:old ^

Prp = (p:new; p) holds before p:10 and either Run = p

holds at p:11 or Rv[p] = p:new holds at p:12.

Theorem 3: Read and C&S can be implemented on a

hard real-time uniprocessor system with constant time



and O(N ) space complexity using Move.

Proof: Fin.val contains the implemented value. Thus,

read operations are correctly linearized. C&S operations

that modify Fin (i.e., change its value) succeed and

are linearized to the point at which they update Fin.

Lemma 4 implies that such operations return true and

are correctly linearized. It remains to consider C&S op-

erations that do not modify Fin. It is easy to see that

a C&S operation is correctly linearized if it returns from

line 1 or 2, or from line 14 as a result of failing the test

at line 7. By Lemmas 3 and 4, if a C&S operation by

task p returns from line 14 as a result of failing the test

at line 9 or line 11, then it can be correctly linearized

before or after the overlapping successful C&S, depend-

ing on p:old. (Note that if p fails the test at p:12, then

it also fails the test at p:11) 2

4 Multiprocessor Constructions

In this section, we explore the implications of priority-

based scheduling policies and of timing assumptions on

the problem of synchronizing tasks in an asynchronous,

shared-memory multiprocessor.

In Section 4.1, we present a multiprocessor counter-

part to the results of Section 3.1. In particular, we show

that any object that can solve consensus for P asyn-

chronous tasks is universal in a P -processor hard real-

time system, regardless of the number of tasks. As in the

uniprocessor case, this stands in contrast to Herlihy's re-

sults for fully-asynchronous systems, in which an object

with consensus number P cannot solve consensus for

more than P tasks. In this paper, we prove this result

only for static-priority real-time systems. However, as

explained later, in the full paper we extend this result

to apply to dynamic-priority systems.

In Section 4.2, we present two constructions | one

for test-and-set (T&S)3 and one for C&S| that use Read

and Write operations and delays. Our constructions

are based on the assumption that an upper bound �

is known on the execution time for a short code frag-

ment, and that tasks have the ability to delay execution

for at least � time units. Such guarantees can be pro-

vided by ensuring that a task executing within this code

cannot be preempted by other tasks, and by taking the

overhead of interrupts into account.

4.1 Universality of P -Consensus

In this subsection, we show that any object that solves

consensus for any P tasks is universal in a P -processor,

3We assume that X.T&S returns true if it succeeds in changing

X from false to true, and returns false otherwise.

static-priority, real-time system. We achieve this result

by showing that, given an object that can solve consen-

sus for all the tasks on processors 1 through i and at

most one task on each of processors i+1 through P , we

can exploit the priority-based scheduling on processor

i+1 in order to solve consensus for this set of tasks and

all tasks on processor i + 1. Using this, we inductively

show that the tasks of each processor can be \added"

to the set of tasks for which we can solve consensus,

until all tasks in the system are included. We use the

following de�nition to formalize this induction.

De�nition: An object T implements i-decide in a P -

processor real-time system if T solves consensus for any

set of tasks S satisfying jfp 2 S :: pr (p) > igj � P�i. 2

We prove that any object with consensus number P

is universal in a P -processor real-time system in three

steps. First, we show that such an object implements 0-

decide. We then inductively show that, given an object

that implements 0-decide, we can implement P -decide.

Finally, we show that any object that implements P -

decide can be used to implement consensus for any num-

ber of tasks in a P -processor real-time system. The �rst

and third steps are quite straightforward, so we dispense

with them �rst in the following two lemmas. Both lem-

mas are easily proved using the fact that all tasks run

on processors 1 through P . In particular, the de�nition

of an object with consensus number P solving 0-decide

requires that that object solves consensus for any set

of at most P tasks, which it does by de�nition; and an

object that solves P -decide solves consensus for any set

of tasks that does not contain tasks that run on proces-

sors greater than P . Any set of tasks in a P -processor

system satis�es this condition.

Lemma 5: Any object with consensus number P im-

plements 0-decide in a P -processor real-time system. 2

Lemma 6: In a P -processor hard real-time system, any

object that implements P -decide is universal. 2

We now return to the second step of the proof |

showing that P -decide can be implemented using 0-

decide. We obtain this result inductively by showing

that i-decide objects can be used to implement (i + 1)-

decide objects. In particular, the algorithm presented

in Figure 5 implements (i+1)-decide using i-decide ob-

jects. Due to space limitations, we defer the formal

proof of this algorithm to the full paper, and give a

brief and informal explanation of it here.

Procedure (i + 1)-decide uses an array A of M [i+ 1]

i-decide objects. (Recall that M [i+ 1] is the number of

tasks executing on processor i+1.) As explained below,

for each A[j], the set Sj of tasks that accesses A[j] can

be shown to satisfy jfp 2 Sj :: pr(p) > igj � P � i.

Therefore, because each A[j] is assumed to implement



shared var A : array [1::M [i+ 1]] of i-decide-type;

X : local-cons-type (refer to Figure 2)

procedure (i+ 1)-decide(val : valtype) returns valtype

var v : valtype

1 : if pr(p) = i+ 1 then

2 : if X.Prp 6= ? then

3 : v := X.local-decide(val); return v

�;

4 : v := A[p].i-decide(val);
5 : v := X.local-decide(v)

else

v := val ;
6 : for j := 1 to M [i+ 1] do

7 : v := A[j].i-decide(v)

od

�; return v

Figure 5: Inductive step for proof of Theorem 4.

i-decide, each A[j] solves consensus for the tasks that

access it.

Procedure (i + 1)-decide also uses a local consensus

object X, which is accessed only by tasks on processor

i + 1. X is assumed to be implemented using the code

in Figure 2. This allows a task to detect whether the

value for X has been determined (line 2 in Figure 5).

Suppose the (i+ 1)-decide procedure is accessed by a

set of tasks S satisfying jfp 2 S :: pr(p) > i+1gj � P �

i�1. As illustrated in Figure 6, each task p on processor

i+ 1 accesses A[p] and tasks on other processors access

all A[j]'s in order. To see that each Sj satis�es jfp 2

Sj :: pr(p) > igj � P � i, �rst observe that a task p

accesses A[j] only if pr (p) 6= i + 1 (line 7) or if pr(p) =

i+1 and p = j (line 4). Thus, for any task p, p 2 Sj and

pr(p) > i implies either that pr(p) = i + 1 and p = j

holds or that pr (p) > i+1 holds. By the de�nition of S,

at most P�i�1 tasks in S satisfy the second condition.

Also, at most one task on processor i+ 1 accesses A[j].

We now explain why procedure (i + 1)-decide solves

consensus for S. First, observe that each task returns

the value decided by X or by A[M [i+ 1]]. It is easy to

see that both values are the input value of some task.

It remains to show that the two values are equal.

As explained in Section 3, the �rst value written to

X:Prp is the value decided by X. Observe that no task

calls X.local-decide at line 3 before the �rst time X:Prp

is written. Thus, the �rst value written to X:Prp is as

the result of a call by some task p to X.local-decide at

line 5, and the value written is the value returned by

A[p]. In the full paper, we prove the following lemma,

which implies that this value is the same as that re-

turned by A[M [i+1]]. The proof hinges upon q's prior-

ity being higher than p's (because q > p). This implies

that either q reads X:Prp 6= ?, and hence does not

access A[q], or some task writes X:Prp before p does.
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Figure 6: Arrangement of tasks executing procedure (i+1)-

decide. Thick arrows represent sets of tasks; thin arrows

represent single tasks.

Lemma 7: If task p writes X:Prp �rst, then no task q

on processor i + 1 such that q > p accesses A[q]. 2

Lemma7 implies that the value decided byA[M [i+1]]

is the same as that decided by A[p], because, in state-

ments 7 and 8, tasks on processors other than i + 1

\propagate" the same value fromA[p] through each A[j]

for j > p. This concludes the proof sketch for the al-

gorithm in Figure 5. A straightforward induction using

this algorithm together with Lemmas 5 and 6 yields the

following result. (Recall that M is the maximum num-

ber of tasks on any processor.)

Theorem 4: In a P -processor, static-priority, hard

real-time system, any object with consensus number P

can solve consensus for any number of tasks with time

complexity O(MP�1) and space complexity O(MP ). 2

In the full paper, we show that with minimal time and

space overhead, this result can be extended to hold even

in dynamic-priority systems. This is achieved by having

tasks choose \names" in advance in such a way that

the order of names reects the order of the priorities of

tasks that concurrently access P -decide. These names,

instead of task identi�ers, are then used to determine

which task accesses which A[j] at line 5. The names are

chosen using a simple renaming algorithm, which uses

an array ofM local consensus objects for each processor.

While the algorithm in Figure 5 does not yield a prac-

tical consensus implementation in general, it is interest-

ing to note that if P = 2, then Theorem 4 implies that,

given any object with consensus number 2 (e.g., T&S),



shared var Z : valtype [ ?

private var v : valtype [?

procedure T&S() returns boolean

1 : v := Z;

2 : if v = ? then Z := p �;

3 : delay(�1::2);

4 : return (v = ? ^ Z = p)

procedure Reset()

5 : Z := ?

Figure 7: Implementing T&S and Reset with delays.

we can solve consensus for any number of tasks in O(M )

time with O(M2) space. Results of Jayanti and Toueg

imply that, given universal consensus objects, C&S can

be implemented with time complexity O(N2) and space

complexity O(N3) [8]. Their construction uses O(N3)

consensus objects, and performs at most O(N ) consen-

sus object accesses per operation. Thus, Theorem 4 and

the results of [8] yield the following corollary.

Corollary 1: On a two-processor, N -task, hard real-

time system that provides an object with consensus num-

ber two, C&S can be implemented with time complexity

O(N2) and space complexity O(N3M2). 2

4.2 Delay-Based Implementations

Many multiprocessors provide objects, such as T&S, that

have consensus number two. Corollary 1 above implies

that existing universal constructions can be used in such

systems to implement any shared object for any number

of tasks running on two processors. For more than two

processors, however, the situation is not as encourag-

ing because few existing multiprocessors provide objects

that have consensus number greater than two, unless

they provide universal primitives, in which case existing

universal constructions can be applied directly. Thus,

on most multiprocessing systems with three or more

processors that do not provide universal primitives, Her-

lihy's results about fully-asynchronous systems imply

that general object constructions are not possible [6].

We now show that, by making certain timing assump-

tions, T&S and C&S can be e�ciently implemented in

such systems. While these results have been previously

established in principle [1, 2, 3], our implementations

are signi�cantly more e�cient and are better suited to

the requirements of real-time systems.

Our delay-based implementation of T&S and Reset,4

which is based on a delay-based mutual exclusion algo-

rithm due to Fischer [9], is given in Figure 7. A delay-

based implementation of T&S and Reset has been pre-

sented previously by Alur and Taubenfeld [2]. Their

4We actually implement a slightly restricted version of T&S and

Reset in which a task may invoke the Reset operation only if it is

has previously performed a successful T&S operation, and has not

performed a Reset operation since.

shared var X : valtype; Flag : T&S-type

local var ret : boolean

procedure C&S(old, new : valtype) returns boolean

1 : if old = new then return (X = old) �;
2 : delay(�3::7);

3 : if X 6= old then return false �;

4 : if Flag.T&S() then
5 : ret := (X = old);

6 : if ret then X := new �;

7 : Flag.Reset(); return ret

�;

8 : delay(�3::7); return false

Figure 8: Implementation of C&S using reads, writes, and

delays. Read is implemented by reading X.

implementation is designed to be fast under low con-

tention. This comes at the expense of somewhat high

time complexity in the worst case. In hard real-time

systems, optimizing time complexity for the case of low

contention is of questionable importance because in such

systems, tasks must be scheduled assuming worst-case

time bounds. In other words, low time complexity in

the absence of contention is of little bene�t if time com-

plexity under contention is high. The running time of

the T&S and Reset implementation presented in [2] is

bounded by 17�, where � is an upper bound on the

time taken by any task to take a step. In comparison,

the worst-case running time of our implementation is

5� (assuming each line in Figure 7 to be a step). In

our implementation, we assume that �1::2 is an upper

bound on the time taken by any task to execute lines 1

and 2. In practice, this requires that statements 1 and

2 are implemented as a nonpreemptible code fragment.

We further assume that executing delay(�1::2) always

takes at least �1::2 time units. We defer a correctness

proof of this algorithm to the full paper.

Our implementation of Read and C&S using Read,

Write, T&S, and delays is shown in Figure 8. A before,

we assume an upper bound �3::7 on the time taken to

execute lines 3 through 7.

This implementation uses a register X, which stores

the current value of the implemented shared variable, as

well as a boolean Flag. A Read operation simply reads

X. To perform a C&S(v; w) operation, task p �rst deter-

mines whether it needs to change the value of X (line

1). If not, the operation can immediately succeed or fail,

depending on the value of X. Otherwise, p executes a

delay of at least �3::7 time units, and if X = v still

holds, p attempts to modify X by locking Flag (using

T&S), and then changing X if necessary, before releasing

the lock. If a task p fails to acquire the lock, it executes

a delay of at least �3::7 time units, and then fails.

It is easy to see that Read operations are correctly lin-

earized. A successful C&S(v; w) operation is linearized

at the point at which it executes line 1 or line 6. Af-

ter the linearization point of any successful C&S(v; w)



(including those that succeed at line 1), X = w holds.

Thus, to show that each successful C&S(v; w) operation

is correctly linearized, it su�ces to show that immedi-

ately before the linearization point X = v holds. This

is clearly true for a C&S(v; w) that succeeds at line 1. If

a C&S(v; w) by task p returns true from line 7, then p

previously locked Flag, checked that X = v and then

assigned X = w. Because no task modi�es X without

locking Flag, X = v holds immediately before p assigns

X := w. Thus, p's operation is correctly linearized.

To show that a failing C&S(v; w) operation by task p

is correctly linearized, it su�ces to show that, at some

point during the operation, X 6= v holds. Thus, if p

returns false from line 1, 3, or 7, then p fails correctly. If

p returns false from line 8, then by the following lemma,

p's operation can be correctly linearized (either before

or after X changes, depending on the value of v).

Lemma 8: If a C&S(v; w) operation by task p reaches

line 8, then X is modi�ed during p's operation.

Theorem 5: Read and C&S can be implemented with

constant time and space using only Read, Write, and

delays on any hard real-time multiprocessor system that

can provide a delay that is at least as long as the longest

time taken to execute a small code fragment. 2

5 Concluding Remarks

Our results leave many open questions regarding lower

bounds and algorithms in our real-time task model. In

this paper, we have presented several implementations

that are impossible in general asynchronous models. It

seems likely that many other problems that are impossi-

ble (di�cult) in asynchronous systems might be possible

(easier) in real-time systems. In the full paper, we give

solutions to two such problems for real-time uniproces-

sors. The �rst is a linear-time, bounded-space, wait-

free snapshot algorithm. No such algorithm is known

for truly asynchronous systems. The second is an N -

task renaming algorithm based on reads and writes that

uses only N names, which is impossible for truly asyn-

chronous systems.
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